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 arabic medicine e-distant diagnosis WEB DESIGN Web design and web hosting specialist Wazu develops, maintains and
updates websites for many organisations, including the Department of Justice and the National Association of Teachers of Arts
and Crafts. Here he talks about web design and what the different types of website you can have mean for your business. What

is a website? A website is a collection of text, images, sounds and video content that can be displayed to people using a web
browser. There are different kinds of website, such as a brochure or information site. Branding and web design Branding and
web design are two important elements in getting your business noticed. Web design is the look and feel of your website – the

graphic design is what makes it look professional, the colours are to attract attention and the images help to highlight the
product or service you offer. Branding is the overall look and feel of your website. It includes the colours, fonts and images used

and the way your pages are designed. It also includes the way people feel when they visit the website – whether they feel
professional, friendly or relaxed. Branding can be used to create a strong identity for your company and appeal to your

customers. Choosing the right website design It's important to remember that you need a website design that is appropriate for
your business, so be sure to choose a website design that suits your company's target market, products or services. You can have
a static or a dynamic website. Static sites are created using static HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) code that can be read by
a web browser but does not change when the user goes to different parts of the site. Dynamic sites are created using HTML that

is dynamic and can change the way it looks and the way it operates when the user goes to different parts of the site. Dynamic
web sites can be created using a web design and programming language such as PHP, ASP or JSP. The easiest way to create a

website is to buy a website design from an external website design company. The designer can use graphic design software, like
Photoshop or Illustrator, to create a design that reflects your business. But it's worth considering getting your own website design
if you know what you are doing. It could take you time to learn how to create your own design or hire a web designer to create it

for you. Cho 520fdb1ae7
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